Q1. Circle the correct word.

- girl / girls
- brush / brushes
- house / houses
- pear / pears
- star / stars
- chair / chairs
- bus / buses
- watch / watches

Q2. Fill in the blanks using these are / those are.

a) __________ _______ my gifts.

b) __________ _______ my toys.

c) __________ _______ juicy grapes.

d) __________ _______ colourful flowers.

e) __________ _______ my English books.
Q3. Colour the circle red if it is the picture of a person, blue if it is the picture of a place. Try to find their names too.

Q4. Write the naming words under the correct heading.

postman   park   uncle   house   prince
pilot     school  road    boy     airport
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